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Key findings

Users
Here’s a summary of our key findings from the 6 users interviewed

Most of the tasks were simple information or service requests - all users who called the 
Council said that the calls were dealt with quickly and easily.

All users had difficult web experiences on Council website - resulting in going back to Google 
for better search functionality or calling the Council directly.

All users voiced a preference to self serve where possible - if this is not 
possible, or if it is  difficult, they would not hesitate to call. 

These are paying customers - but they cant switch if they have a 
bad or unsatisfactory service. If their issue is not resolved, they 
usually have to adopt inconvenient alternative solutions. 

Majority of users defaulted to mobile use - reflection of the simplicity of task at hand.





"I expected to be given some information by the 

council when I moved in…"

"I got a call to sort out my council tax - that was really 

handy! One less thing on my list"

User interview quotes



Key findings

Summary of our key findings from the stakeholders interviewed

Some councils have real-time data available from collection teams. 
Others are still developing this integration, which has real power for 
enhancing self-service

Users would like to self-serve, but not all councils have a full range of Waste & Recycling asks 
available through self-service (e.g. Missed Bins)

Waste & Recycling makes up a significant proportion of inbound calls (14.5%) compared to Planning (4%)

Stakeholders

The vast majority (99%) of calls can be handled by a first-line operative

Cost of provisioning inbound Waste and Recycling calls across the 4 councils is more than £1.1m annually

Pre-empting customer needs (e.g. proactively informing them if a bin goes back 
in the lorry) is an obvious way to reduce the need for users to make contact



Key findings

Use Cases for Chatbots



Key findings

Reasons for Contact

Based off data from Doncaster Council



Key findings

Cross-Channel Analysis: Methods



Key findings

Cross-Channel Analysis: Costs



“Budgetary constraints are one of the biggest concerns of the 

council. We want to save money, but it's not just about value - it's 

also about efficiency in these services while still striving for 

excellence. I think that's where digital comes in - with 

channel-shifting the customer mindset.”

Stakeholder quote



Key findings

Councils

Here’s a summary of the councils’ experience this past week

What were your key findings? 

Lessons learned

What you’re still not sure about



What’s next?

Open floor What’s next? Revs and Bens: Torchbox at 
Redditch while Bromsgrove, Preston, and 
Adur & Worthing research

How is recruitment going?

Any questions?




